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Abstract

Anthropogenic soils known as Amazonian Dark Earths (ADEs) have long been known as a key component of subsistence systems for various pre-Columbian Amazonian populations. Often treated as a single category, ADE systems consist of two broad anthrosols (human-modified soils): the darker ADE (traditionally known as terra preta) and a lighter brown Amazonian Brown Earth (ABE; traditionally known as terra mulata). Data on the characteristics and spatial distribution of these anthrosols are severely lacking. Transects of soil test pits at the Triunfo and Versalles archaeological sites in the Iténez Forest, in the Bolivian Amazon, show variability in the distribution of soil types, revealing aspects of settlement organisation and resource management. Geochemical, isotopic and archaeobotanical data from an ADE, ABE and control soil profile from the Triunfo site, established ca. 500 cal BCE, characterise the two anthrosols as distinct components of a polyculture agroforestry subsistence system that combines anthropogenic soil fertilisation, closed-canopy forest enrichment, limited forest clearance for crop cultivation and low-severity fire management.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The savannas and forested regions of southwestern Amazonia evidence some of the most important cultural developments in the Amazon. Alongside a mosaic of languages, cultures and earthwork constructions, the region is a centre of crop genetic diversity (Clement, 1999) and plant domestication (Blatrix et al., 2018; Capriles et al., 2019; Clement et al., 2016; Hilbert et al., 2017; Lombardo et al., 2020; Piperno & Pearsall, 1998). Coinciding with some of the earliest cultivars, the forested region records the earliest development of the anthropogenically created Amazonian Dark Earths (ADEs; Watling et al., 2018). Anthrosols (human-modified soil) are a distinctive feature of pre-Columbian subsistence that have been documented across Amazonia. The darker soils, with high nutrient values and large stocks of stable soil organic matter (SOM), markedly contrast in colour and fertility from the natural, nutrient-poor tropical soils. These anthrosols have been shown to support nutrient-demanding crops and have provided evidence of landscape-scale transformations of Amazonia by humans that have a lasting impact on forest composition and biodiversity (Glaser & Birk, 2012;
Heckenberger & Neves, 2009; Maezumi et al., 2018; McMichael et al., 2014; Woods et al., 2009). Despite these important subsistence innovations, Amazonian food production systems are still poorly understood, and notwithstanding decades of scholarly attention, there are still many questions to be answered regarding the complexity and holistic nature of ADE systems.

Although ADEs are commonly treated as a single category of anthroposol, researchers, indigenous communities and local farmers have long recognised two divisions: terra preta or ADE and terra mulata or Amazonian Brown Earth (hereafter ABE). We follow Alves (2017, p. 25) in rejecting the nomenclature terra mulata, as the term has a “cruel origin” and “pejorative meaning of miscegenation and impurity,” referring to “interethnic breeding that resulted largely from rapes during the 354 years (1534–1888) of black slavery in Brazil.”

ADEs have been far more intensively studied than ABEs, and often research does not consider ABE soils in research design nor make an attempt to positively or negatively document their presence. Generally, ADE formation is seen as the accumulation of midden refuse around permanent habitation sites, incorporating the decomposition of organic waste (food waste, plant-based construction materials, excrement, domestic fires, etc.) and an abundance of cultural artefacts, such as ceramics, and faunal bones (e.g., Arroyo-Kalin, 2014; Erickson, 2004; Glaser & Birk, 2012; Kern & Kampf, 1989; Woods, 2009; Woods & McCann, 1999). ADE are characterised by a high content of organic matter and charcoal, higher pH values and greater concentrations of P, Ca and Mg (Glaser & Woods, 2004; Lehmann et al., 2004; Teixeira et al., 2010; Woods, 2009). Composition and thickness vary dependent on the specific intensity, duration and distribution of human activities at the location (Kern et al., 2017). Thickness varies from 15 to 370 cm, and the charcoal content has been shown to be four times greater than neighbouring soil, reaching as much as 70 times higher in the upper soil profile (Glaser et al., 2001). Pyrogenic carbon contributes to a stable SOM, with a high nutrient retention capacity, such that the colour and higher fertility of ADE may persist in the environment for centuries after human abandonment of the landscape and cessation of anthropic inputs (Woods, 2009). ADE and their increased fertility are likely an unintentional by-product of habitation; however, Amazonian farmers often took advantage of them for cultivation, either as home gardens or repurposed as agricultural plots if the area no longer served a domestic function.

In contrast, ABEs are the result of long-term soil management practices for agriculture, such as mulching and infield burning (Denevan, 1996; McCann et al., 2001; Paz-Rivera & Putz, 2009; Woods et al., 2000). A critical aspect of ABE formation seems to have been a burning practice that left intact charcoal that, unlike ashes, is not degradable. This incomplete “slash and char;” “cool” burning contrasts with today’s prevailing practice of slash and burn, in which combustion is hot and complete after a long period of drying (Denevan, 2004). Micromorphology studies by Arroyo-Kalin (2010) in an ABE show evidence of a clear truncation between a well-preserved buried A horizon and its underlying B horizon, indicating some form of scraping, raking and churning. Strong magnetic susceptibility recorded in ABEs indicates that iron in the soil became magnetised through in situ heating, suggesting management practices involving near-surface burning of organic matter (Arroyo-Kalin, 2014). Costa et al. (2013) showed that ABE locations exhibit signs of successive burning of organic matter and transformation of minerals (maghemite to goethite), and analysis of ABE around Santarem by Woods and McCann (1999) evidenced slightly higher total carbon but lower P and Ca values, suggesting intensive burning of purposely added mulch.

ABE often surrounds the periphery of ADE patches with a transitional gradation between the two (Fraser et al., 2011), which likely reflects changes in the intensity and type of activity; however, the two soil types are distinct in their genesis, location, archaeological features and artefactual content. ABEs are generally more extensive, lighter in colour (dark brown to brown or brownish-grey) and shallower, and they have an A horizon with a high organic matter and charcoal content. Also, the lighter colour, archaeological features and cultural materials (e.g., ceramics) are typically absent from ABE contexts. As such, they are seldom recognised as archaeological sites and less attention has been paid to their study.

ADEs have been documented for multiple Amazonian cultures across all ecoregions of Amazonia (Figure 1; Kern et al., 2003), and spatial modelling using the biogeographical characteristics of known ADE predicts many more sites across the unexplored tropical forest (De Souza et al., 2018; McMichael et al., 2014). They have predominately been documented on strategically advantageous topographic positions, such as plateaus overlooking rivers and streams (Heckenberger et al., 2008; Kern et al., 2003; Schaan, 2012; Stenborg et al., 2012) and along major rivers. Mounting evidence, however, records the presence of ADE sites in interfluvial areas, as research projects explore more areas away from the major rivers (De Souza et al., 2018; Franco-Moraes et al., 2019; Gonda, 2018; Heckenberger et al., 2008; Levis et al., 2012, 2014; Paz-Rivera & Putz, 2009; Schaan, 2012), suggesting that current predictive models underestimate the extent of ADE sites across Amazonia. Like ADE, when reported, ABEs have been documented from the western to eastern Amazon (Kern et al., 2017). They have been reported in various locations in the Lower Amazon (Alves, 2017; Costa et al., 2013; Sombroek et al., 2002; Stenborg, 2016; Troufflard & Alves, 2019; Woods & McCann, 1999), Central Amazon (Arroyo-Kalin, 2010; Gonda, 2018), upper Tapajos (De Souza et al., 2018; Iriarte et al., 2020), southwest Amazonia (this paper; Quintero-Vallejo et al., 2015) and the Colombian Amazon (Mora et al., 1991). As a pan-African phenomenon, they are heterogeneous and not always present, even when ADE is present (e.g., Alho et al., 2019).

Although many anthroposol sites have been identified (Figure 1) and there have been great developments in understanding their formation processes, little is known about the localised site-based distribution and size of ADEs. There is a particular dearth of data regarding the spatial distribution and relationship between ADE and the light-coloured ABE. Many accounts record the presence of ADE without determining their spatial extent or distinguishing whether, and to what extent, ABE is present. Although this is understandable, considering the physical limitations of an effective survey in dense tropical forests, unfortunately, it
also means that key components of the regional subsistence system and its wider cultural implications for community organisation and resource management remain little understood.

Recent integrated archaeobotanical and paleoecological research has revealed ADE and ABE to be distinct components of a sustainable polyculture agroforestry system that combines anthropogenic soil fertilisation, closed-canopy forest enrichment, limited forest clearance for crop cultivation and low-severity fire management (De Souza et al., 2019; Iriarte et al., 2020; Maezumi et al., 2018). ADE and ABE soils are utilised differently as part of a holistic settlement and subsistence system. A greater understanding of the distinct properties and distribution of these soils can, therefore, reveal key aspects of pre-Columbian community organisation and subsistence.

Here, we report the first survey and test excavations around Laguna Versalles in the Iténez Forest, on the Bolivia/Brazil border (Figure 1). We report the presence of ADE from ca. 500 cal BCE and conduct a preliminary test pitting methodology to assess the distribution of ADE and ABE across two sites, Versalles and Triunfo. Geochemical, isotopic and archaeobotanical analyses show distinct profiles of ADE, ABE and natural control soils at Triunfo, and the two sites display different distribution patterns of anthropogenic soil, revealing a spatial variability to ADE systems that is often overlooked. Preliminary excavations show that the two sites and their soil resources were later enclosed within a bounded and fortified landscape, with post holes inside a ditched boundary earthenwork suggesting the addition of a palisade. These data document an unexplored region of Amazonia and provide insights into the creation and spatial heterogeneity of ADE systems with implications for understanding pre-Colombian settlement patterns and resource management practices.

### 2 | GEOGRAPHICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT

The Iténez Forest Reserve (IFR) is a ~5000-km² tract of forest located on the southwestern extent of the Amazon forest, bordered by the savannas of the Llanos de Mojos to the south (Langstroth, 2012; Mayle et al., 2007; Olson et al., 2001). The IFR is located in the northeast of the Bolivian Department of Beni, between the municipalities of Magdalena and Baures of the Iténez Province. The reserve is situated on the Bolivia/Brazil border, which is demarcated by the Iténez River (known as the Guaporé in Brazil). The river is navigable year-round and is currently the major artery for local communities for trade and transport. At present, only a few small communities live around the edges of the forest reserve and much of the forest is largely undisturbed. On the Bolivian bank of the river, the Itonama indigenous community of Versalles, comprising 33 families, is currently only accessible by boat or light aircraft using a grass runway cut into the forest. A gentle slope gives access to the river at the eastern end of the village, with steep banks (3–7 m) along the rest of the river. The modern village is built on a pre-Columbian
settlement, evident by pre-Columbian anthrosols, abundant ceramics and a long, banked ditch, known in the region as a *zanja*. Laguna Versalles, 4 km southwest of the village, is a 5.7 × 4.4 km closed-basin freshwater lake. The lake is bounded by *terra firme* forest, with a seasonally flooded savanna on the southern side. No archaeological research has been conducted in the interior of the reserve to assess a potential pre-Columbian activity.

Along the Iténez River, archaeological research has been very limited. Erland von Nordenskiöld opportunistically collected ceramics from the ground surface at a number of locations during boat trips along the Iténez in 1908 and 1909 (Jaimies Betancourt, 2011; Nordenskiöld, 1923, 1924). Excavations by Becker-Donner (1956) along the entire Iténez River also resulted in the collection of ceramics. Jaimes Betancourt’s museum analysis of the ceramic material identified a large diversity in styles amongst locations, suggesting cultural or temporal heterogeneity.

On the southern boundary of IFR, large-scale excavations and LiDAR data have revealed a system of ditches over an area of approximately 200 km² (Prümers, 2014; Prümers & Jaimes Betancourt, 2014). The data show that these ditched systems are located on small plateaus overlooking intermittent streams, some of which enclose areas >200 ha on the high banks of major rivers. ADE is limited to the interior of the ring ditches. These sites are a part of the Ring Ditch Region cultural area of the northeast sector of the Llanos de Mojos (Lombardo et al., 2011, 2015). Three ceramic phases have been defined for this cultural area, based on the excavation at the Jasiaquiri site, consisting of the Jasiaquiri Phase (cal CE 350–500), Equiebe Phase (cal CE 500–800) and Irobi Phase (cal CE 1200–1500; Jaimes Betancourt, 2016; Prümers & Jaimes Betancourt, 2017). In this region, habitation sites occur as circular ditched enclosures on the non-flooded forest islands that are larger than 1 km², likely corresponding to the fortified villages described in historical accounts (Eder (1985 [1772])). The ditches exhibit diverse sizes and shapes, including octagons, hexagons, squares, rectangles, “D” shapes, circles and ovals, as well as irregular shapes (Erickson, 2000, 2009, 2010). Ditched enclosures are often several metres deep, exhibiting steep-sided walls, with some incorporating double ditches. The sites contain shallow ADE components (Hastik et al., 2013) and multiple burials (Prümers, 2014; Prümers et al., 2006). Paleoeological research in this region records the early presence of maize (*Zea mays*) around cal CE 1 and points towards anthropogenic burning from ca. 500 cal BCE (Carson et al., 2014). Archaeobotanical analysis suggests that maize was an important component of the diet at Bella Vista, with manioc (*Manihot esculenta*) also being identified (Dickau et al., 2012).

### 3 | METHODS

The research team first visited the area in 2016 on a paleoecological expedition to core Laguna Versalles. During the trip, the team became aware of the presence of the pre-Columbian activity around the lake and Versalles village. An archaeological focused expedition returned in 2017 to undertake a 4-week excavation. As an exploratory archaeological project, the research design focused on preliminary testing to recover basic cultural and chronological information, including survey and test pit excavations. The presence of ADE presented the opportunity to assess the distribution of anthropogenic soils across the sites.

Here, we report on the survey, test excavations and soil test pits. Archaeological excavations were focused on contexts around the modern village of Versalles and at Triunfo on the southwest shore of Laguna Versalles. Test excavations were conducted in Versalles and Triunfo to establish site chronology, recover cultural material and assess site formation history. A series of 80 soil profiles was recorded in transects across Versalles (57) and Triunfo (23) to establish the distribution and depth of anthrosols. A post hole digger was used to quickly and efficiently dig to depths of pre-ADE soil. Depths of changes in soil texture and colour were recorded in the field using a Munsell colour chart. Two transects were sampled at Versalles, one running parallel and one perpendicular to the river. One transect running perpendicular from the lake was sampled at Triunfo. Three expanded soil test pits were excavated for archaeobotanical, geochemical and isotopic sampling at Triunfo, representing an ADE, ABE and natural/control, respectively. The 50 × 50 cm pits were sampled in 5-cm increments to pre-anthropogenic soils or an arbitrary 75-cm depth in the case of the control profile. Soil samples were analysed for a suite of geochemical elements, focusing on fertility indicators. The analysis was conducted by NRM Laboratories, UK. The complete data set is presented in the Supporting Information. Data precision is pH ±0.2, total C, N ±10%, total metals ±15%, exchangeable metals ±20% and loss on ignition (LOI) ±10%. Each 5-cm bulk sample was also assessed for δ13C to examine flora inputs into soil formation. Isotopic analysis was conducted by The Cornell Isotope Laboratory (COIL) on a Thermo Delta V isotope ratio mass spectrometer interfaced to an NC2500 elemental analyser. Repeat analysis of an in-house standard demonstrated a precision of 0.17% in δ13C (1 SD). The organic component of soil retains a signature of the photosynthetic pathway employed by the decomposed vegetation that contribute to its creation. This signature can be isotopically tested, with distinct δ13C results for C3 (tree) versus C4 (grass, including maize) vegetation cover. Plants following the C3 pathway have δ13C values ranging from −32‰ to −22‰. C4 plant δ13C values range between −21‰ and −9‰ (Düming et al., 2008). Archaeobotanical analysis of the samples (phytolith and macrocharcoal) was conducted following standard procedures (see Maezumi et al., 2018). Macrocharcoal was counted as particles/cm³ samples. The full archaeobotanical analysis is presented elsewhere (Iriarte et al., 2020), with key results being discussed here.

### 4 | RESULTS

#### 4.1 | Survey

A survey around Versalles village identified a wide dispersal of surficial ceramics and a range in colour of surface ADE and ABE.
The site boundaries are delimited by the river to the north, a low-lying wetland to the east and a zanja to the west that curves round to the south. The zanja is composed of a ditch with a mounded bank on the village side of the ditch. Away from the river, the 615-m zanja curves around the edge of the ancient settlement, before it diminishes on the south side of the village. Construction of the runway appears to have levelled the terminus of the zanja. A cut through the natural levee by the river on the other side of the runway corresponds to the expected continuation of the feature. The anthropogenically enhanced levee rises ca. 3 m above the river and 1 m above the interior land surface. Within the large gap between the end of the zanja and the wetland to the east, the site boundary is solely marked by the presence of anthropogenic soils.

The pedestrian survey around Laguna Versalles was hampered by thick, scrub forest, making progress slow and reducing visibility at times to just a few metres. The seasonally flooded savanna to the south of the lake was partially flooded and was not surveyed. The eastern side of the lake is also seasonally flooded for 800 m from the lakeshore. Three areas of concentrated past activity were identified around the lake. Noria, 1 km to the east beyond the flooded area, displayed ADE soils and surficial ceramics, but was not explored beyond a brief pedestrian survey and a soil test pit to assess the ADE context. Escondido, on the northwest corner of the lake, has patches of darker soil and limited ceramics, but was not explored further during the limited field season. Triunfo, on the southwest shore of the lake, bordering the seasonally flooded savanna, contains ADEs, a zanja and an elliptical double ring ditch. There are patches of distinct vegetation at Triunfo, including discreet areas dominated by Arecaceae (palm; predominantly *Attalea* sp.) and *Theobroma cacao* (chocolate), which in other areas of Amazonia are closely associated with intense past activity (Balée, 2013). As with Versalles, the site boundary at Triunfo is marked by natural and archaeological features. Laguna Versalles bound the east and the seasonally flooded savanna forms the southeastern boundary. A zanja marks the western boundary and a double ring ditch is located at the northern extent of the site. The ring ditch is composed of a concentric elliptical double ditch. The outer ditch measures 185 × 215 m, with up to 4-m depth. The inner ditch measures 112 × 135 m, with up to 1.5-m depth. There are four entryways to the enclosure, broadly aligned with the cardinal directions. Each entry provides a cut through the inner and outer mounded banks, and creates bridges across the two ditches. The interior "plaza" does not include any earthwork architecture.

Assessment of satellite imagery (aerial photography—Google Earth, Zoom Earth—and LANDSAT) shows a distinct colouration and texture to the closed-canopy vegetation (Figure 2), which align with the distribution of archaeological features and anthropogenic soils at Triunfo and Versalles. The zanjas at both Triunfo and Versalles mark the site boundaries and enclose the anthrosols. The Noria site also displays the same distinct vegetation pattern; however, the spatial extent of the site has not been ground-truthed. The ground survey revealed that the understory vegetation within the site boundaries is particularly dense with extensive lianas and ground cover. Just beyond the site boundary, the understory vegetation is more open, with fewer lianas and less understory vegetation.

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png)

**Figure 2** Landsat imagery showing distinct patches of vegetation corresponding to the distribution of anthropogenic soils at Triunfo and Versalles. Labelled sites: (1) Versalles, (2) Escondido, (3) Noria and (4) Triunfo. ADE, Amazonian Dark Earth

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
4.2 | Excavations

Excavation in an ABE at Versalles (excavation unit T62) uncovered a cached ceramic dish associated with the establishment of the anthropogenic soil. An accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) date on charcoal associated with the feature dates to 537–265 cal BCE (2380 ± 30 ¹⁴C BP). This occupation timing matches the earliest evidence of humans around the southern edge of Iténez, as evidenced by anthropogenic burning (Carson et al., 2015). A trench excavation across the profile of the zanja at Versalles revealed two construction phases (Figure 3). Two post holes were discovered on the western side of the ditch interior (away from the site core), associated with the second construction phase. Charcoal from the base of the earliest ditch cut provided a date of cal CE 1298–1399 (660 ± 30 ¹⁴C BP), with the second construction phase (and post holes) dating back to cal CE 1628–1803 (260 ± 30 ¹⁴C BP). Test excavations in the interior of the double ring ditch at Triunfo reveal the presence of black ADE. Charcoal from the fill material in the earliest phase dates to cal CE 1454–1626 (400 ± 30 ¹⁴C BP).

4.3 | Soil test pits

The difference in the distribution of anthropogenic soils at Triunfo and Versalles demonstrates a spatial heterogeneity of ADE systems. At Versalles, the soil profiles transition back and forth between ADE and ABE across both transects (Figure 4). The distribution of ADE at Triunfo follows a more linear gradient (Figure 5). The darkest ADEs are closest to the lake, transitioning to lighter brown ABE further inland, before natural soil profiles are encountered close to and beyond the bounding zanja. Carbon dating of the humin fraction from bulk soil at 95–100 cm, marking the start of ADE at Triunfo, provides a date of 385 ± 207 cal BCE (2270 ± 30 ¹⁴C BP). The ADE at Versalles is estimated to cover 8 ha in total, encompassed within 62 ha of ABE. In contrast to Versalles, ADE covering an estimated 30 ha extends over 400 m from the lakeshore at Triunfo, transitioning to 100 ha of lighter brown ABE up to the bounding zanja ditch.

4.4 | Geochemistry

The soil test pits selected for geochemical, isotopic and archaeobotanical analysis (Figure 6) were sampled to depths of 75 cm in the control (202 cal BCE–CE 15 [2120 ± 30 ¹⁴C BP]), 75 cm in the ABE (1527–1323 cal BCE [3220 ± 30 ¹⁴C BP]) and 110 cm in the ADE. AMS dates of the humin component of soil in the ADE were obtained from 70 to 75 cm (cal CE 140–356 [1820 ± 30 ¹⁴C BP]), 45–50 cm (cal CE 684–881 [1280 ± 30 ¹⁴C BP]) and 10–15 cm (cal CE 1803–140 ± 30 ¹⁴C BP). The control is characterised by a mix of sandy loam, loamy sand and sandy clay loam (see Supporting Information for full data set). The ABE generally transitions from a sandy loam to a loamy sand. The ADE transitions from a sandy loam to a sandy clay loam. The geochemical analysis of the Triunfo ADE agrees with findings for ADE reported across Amazonia, showing less acidity, increased fertility and a higher ability to hold nutrients (Arroyo-Kalin, 2008; Costa et al., 2013; Glaser, 2007; Glaser & Birk, 2012; Glaser et al., 2001; Lehmann et al., 2003; Sombroek, 1966; Woods & McCann, 1999). Within the ADE, pH ranges between 6.1 and 6.8. In the ABE, pH ranges between 4.8 and 6.1. The control pH ranges from 3.8 to 4.8. Elevated pH levels elsewhere have been attributed to the contributions of charcoal and ash (Woods & McCann, 1999). Commonly reported elements, including P, N, Ca, Mg and Zn, are up to 130× higher in the ADE than the control profile. The ABE profile shows elevated fertility indicators, but to a far lesser degree than the ADE. The general trend shows a rapid and continued increase of geochemical values in the ADE from the lower to upper profile as the anthrosol is developed. A more gradual increase occurs in the ABE. The control displays minimal geochemical variability throughout its profile. The top 10 cm, encompassing the modern humus and extensive root disturbance, is enriched in most elements in each profile. These values are excluded in the following report and discussion, as they more closely reflect modern vegetation and atmospheric inputs, rather than factors controlling pre-Columbian pedogenesis.

Total nitrogen, copper, zinc, barium, calcium, magnesium, manganese, phosphorus, potassium, carbon, strontium, as well as exchangeable calcium, exchangeable magnesium and cation exchange capacity all show elevated values in the anthropogenic soils as compared with the control. Cation exchange capacity, measuring the capacity to hold nutrients and prevent nutrient leaching, records an increase from 4.7 to 17.7 meq/100 g in the ADE. 3.8 to 7 meq/100 g in the ABE and 3.2 to 4.4 meq/100 g in the control. Total N ranges between 0.04 and 0.07 mg/kg in the control sample. Total N in the ADE and ABE profiles rises from 0.03 to 0.23 mg/kg and 0.03 to 0.13 mg/kg, respectively, as the anthropogenic soils develop.
Total P ranges are 88–163 mg/kg in the control, 236–377 mg/kg in the ABE and 478–2835 mg/kg in the ADE. The highest total P values of the ADE are 17 times that of the control. As an essential plant nutrient, the relatively low increase of total P in the ABE, compared with the ADE, is of particular interest and is potentially indicative of the land use and demand for high fertility in each soil system.

Whereas most of the elevated elements in the anthropogenic soils display a continuous increase throughout the profile, select elements reach a plateau or begin to decline in the upper 30 cm, likely reflecting the loss or change of anthropogenic inputs on the post-abandonment landscape. Total P in the ADE rises from 478 to a peak of 2835 mg/kg at 22.5 cm depth, before values begin to fall. Copper reaches a peak of 15.5 mg/kg at 32.5 cm before levelling off in the upper profile to a mean of 14 mg/kg. Potassium rises from 60 mg/kg in the pre-ADE levels of the profile to a peak of 209 mg/kg at 17.5 cm, before dropping to a mean of 168 mg/kg in the upper strata. Manganese and barium only see drops in the upper 5 and 10 cm, respectively, suggesting that these elements do not enter the soil through the breakdown of new organic matter (humus).

The ADE has a lower concentration of organic matter than the ABE and control profiles. LOI results range between 2.7% and 6.8% w/w in the ADE, compared with 8.1%–9.9% w/w in the control profile. The highest organic matter content is found in the ABE, with a range of 8.0%–12.2% w/w. The reported soil analysis from sites in Brazil also documents higher concentrations of organic matter in ABE over ADE (Woods & McCann, 1999). Woods and McCann (1999) concluded that ABE lacks inputs from habitation waste, but benefits from long-term soil management practices, likely including mulching and burning.

Total sodium values are slightly lower in the ADE (mean = 12.22 mg/kg) as compared with the ABE (mean = 18.19 mg/kg)
FIGURE 5 A map showing the location, depth and colour of soil profiles at Triunfo. The three soil test pit locations (Amazonian Dark Earth [ADE], Amazonian Brown Earth [ABE] and control) are marked. All colours are shown using RGB values of the recorded Munsell values of the soil [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
and the control (mean = 16.64 mg/kg) profiles. Elsewhere, sodium has been noted to have elevated values in ADE (Glaser et al., 2001; McCann et al., 2001; Paz-Rivera & Putz, 2009; Smith, 1980; Woods et al., 2000). Iron and aluminium are also depleted in the ADE as compared with the control and ABE profiles. Values are relatively stable throughout each profile, with mean values of Fe, ADE = 8,778 mg/kg, ABE = 43,156 mg/kg and control = 40,313 mg/kg, and Al values of ADE = 25,782 mg/kg, ABE = 72,766 mg/kg and control = 71,863 mg/kg. These values perhaps reflect a leaching of the underlying soil closest to the lake, with no new inputs from anthropogenic activity.

4.5 | Isotopes

Isotopic analysis of bulk soil throughout the three profiles is characterised by a C3 signal (Figure 6). ADE reports a mean $\delta^{13}C$ of $-23.99\%$, ABE has a mean of $-24.12\%$ and the control has a mean of $-25.79\%$. The results suggest that each location largely maintained a canopy cover throughout its history. In all cases, the upper stratigraphy (0–15 cm) shows a stronger C3 signal (more negative). This likely reflects both an increase in post-abandonment arboreal cover and changes in atmospheric carbon. Removing the top 15 cm, the mean $\delta^{13}C$ for ADE = $-23.51$, ABE = $-23.30$ and control = $-25.29$. The control location has a stronger C3 signal, suggesting there was a relative increase in C4 inputs into the onsite profiles. The highest C4 inputs are recorded in the ABE profile; between 75 and 35 cm, $\delta^{13}C$ ranges between $-21.72$ to $-23.24$, with a mean $\delta^{13}C$ of $-22.34$.

4.6 | Archaeobotany

The three soil profiles (ADE, ABE and control) at Triunfo (Figure 7) are dominated by arboreal phytoliths, representing a closed-canopy forest (Iriarte et al., 2020). Arboreal phytoliths constitute >50% phytoliths in both the ADE and ABE. In nearby regions of Bolivia, Dickau et al. (2013) have indicated that the minimum percentage of canopy cover phytoliths to represent a closed canopy (the sum of arboreal and palm phytoliths) is 35%. The ADE has a mean of 76.9% arboreal phytoliths, ABE has a mean of 76.36% and the control has a mean of 95%.

Anthropogenic soils begin at 95–100 cm in the ADE and 50–55 cm in the ABE. Both manioc and maize appear before the development of anthropogenic soil in both profiles. Manioc is present in the lowest samples in the ADE and ABE profiles at 105–110 and 70–75 cm depth, respectively. Maize first appears at 100–105 cm in the ADE and at 60–65 cm in the ABE. Both crops appear consistently throughout the ADE profiles. Out of 20 samples from ADE soil (excluding two pre-ADE formation samples), manioc is present in 12 samples and maize in 13. Both manioc and maize co-occur in nine samples. In the ABE profile, crops are sparser, with a much lower ubiquity. From the 11 samples of ABE soil (excluding the four samples before ABE formation), manioc is present in six samples and maize appears in only three samples. Manioc phytoliths were also present in the control profile at 50–55 and 65–70 cm.

Fragments of macrocharcoal (particles/cm³; Figure 7) were counted in each of the soil samples taken from the three soil test pits. In the ABE and ADE, the charcoal fragments show an increase in the anthropogenic soils in comparison to the control. The average count in the ABE profile before anthroposol formation (55–75 cm) is 74 particles/cm³, rising to 101 particles/cm³ in the anthroposol. The pre-anthroposol samples (100–110 cm) in the ADE have an average of 18 particles/cm³, rising to an average of 122 particles/cm³ in the anthropogenic samples. There is an average of 55 charcoal particles/cm³ in the control profile.

5 | DISCUSSION

5.1 | Soil characteristics

Soil chemistry shows distinct differences between ADE and ABE, largely in line with other studies in the Amazon (Paz-Rivera & Putz, 2009;
Sombroek, 1966; Woods & McCann, 1999). Anthropogenic soil is enriched in comparison to the control profile, with the ADE concentrations of P, Ca, Mg, K and Zn, many times that of both the ABE and the control. Whereas ABE is enriched in comparison to the control, actual values and the rate of increase are far lower than that of the ADE. The results confirm that two distinct, concurrent processes were in effect in the creation of the two broad soil types, highlighting the need to assess both soil types within subsistence discussions. The higher concentration of organic matter in the ABE as compared with the ADE, coupled with lower concentrations of elements such as P, Ca and Mg, is consistent with the hypothesis that ADE incorporates domestic waste, whereas ABE results from long-term soil enrichment through activities such as burning and mulching (e.g., Arroyo-Kalin, 2010, 2012; Costa et al., 2013; Schmidt, 2013; Woods & McCann, 1999).

The phytolith results when combined with the geochemistry and isotopes further build a picture of spatially organised resource management, consumption and discard. Phytoliths provide a highly localised signal (<2 m²); as such, each profile represents in situ deposition from the plant’s location of growth or discard. The phytolith and isotopic results characterise the three locations as maintaining a canopy cover. The control shows 95% arboreal phytoliths, representing a closed-canopy forest throughout its ca. 2200-year history. There are increased grass inputs in the ADE and ABE locations, relative to the control, which reflects on site small clearances for habitation and crop cultivation, whereas the offsite forest was left intact (potential change in composition and enrichment of species is at present undetermined). The presence of crop phytoliths of maize (16/21 samples) and manioc (14/21 samples) in the ADE soil profile, complemented by the high values of total P, Ca and Mg, is reflective of a concentrated accumulation of waste from food production and consumption. The lower ubiquity of crop phytoliths through the ABE profile (maize in 5/15 samples and manioc in 8/15 samples), coupled with the geochemistry that supports soil management practices and a higher proportion of C₄ inputs, is representative of patches of crop cultivation. The absence of maize and manioc crop phytoliths in five samples from the ABE potentially reflects fallow periods. Despite the higher ubiquity of maize in the ADE as compared with the ABE, the lower contribution of C₄ inputs suggests that maize cultivation was not a major contributor to ADE soil formation, whereas the presence of maize phytoliths in the preanthropogenic depths of the ABE likely reflects the location of cultivation, with substantial C₄ inputs into soil formation. The integrated archaeobotanical, isotopic and geochemical data further emphasise the distinct activities associated with each soil type as a part of overall settlement organisation.

**FIGURE 7** Archaeobotanical summary graphs of canopy, herb, and crop (maize and manioc) phytoliths, macrocharcoal counts, soil colour and radiocarbon dates. P1 displays results from the Amazonian Dark Earth (ADE), P2 from Amazonian Brown Earth (ABE) and P3 from the control profile. Crops are displayed as presence/absence (not counts). Arboreal includes palm and tree phytolith morphotypes [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
As expected for domestic midden material including food production fires, the highest amount of soil charcoal is in the ADE. The high charcoal counts in the ABE (average = 101 particles/cm³), compared with the control (average = 55 particles/cm³), demonstrates that fire was used in the crop cultivation areas, likely to clear patches, control weeds and release nitrogen. Interestingly, the pre-anthrosol levels of the ABE show a relatively high charcoal count (average = 74 particles/cm³) in comparison to the pre-anthrosol ADE profile (average = 18 particles/cm³) and across the control profile (average = 55 particles/cm³). Manioc and maize phytoliths are present in these early samples, suggesting the use of fire in land clearance for the initial crop cultivation, but this fire alone did not lead to the creation of ABE soils.

5.2 | Soil distribution

Anthropogenic soils at Triunfo and Versalles demonstrate a spatial heterogeneity of ADE systems that reveal different approaches to settlement organisation and resource management. Patches of ADE at Versalles are separated by ABE buffers within the site boundary. Each homestead is surrounded by a managed forest and agricultural plots. In contrast, all settlement activity was concentrated toward the lake at Triunfo, with forest management and agricultural activity being separated from the habitation zone. A closer scrutiny of soil distribution and the distinction between ADE and ABE can, thus, be a useful line of evidence for understanding internal settlement patterns and resource management.

Both Triunfo and Versalles are located adjacent to water bodies. The intrasite distribution of soils further reveals the importance of water access. In both cases, domestic areas, represented by ADE, are in close proximity to the water. Although the Versalles distribution is more dispersed, the settlement is elongated parallel to the river, while Triunfo concentrates ADE toward the lakeshore. While perhaps unsurprising that ease of access to permanent water influenced settlement organisation, direct evidence can be difficult to detect in sites with perishable architecture. Across Amazonia, ADE systems have predominately been found in strategically advantageous topographic positions on non-flooded lands (terra firme; Kern et al., 2003), including plateaus and terraces overlooking rivers and streams (Denevan, 1996; Heckenberger et al., 2008; Kern et al., 2003; Levis et al., 2014; Schaan, 2012; Stenborg et al., 2012). However, mounting evidence also shows the presence of ADE sites in interfluvial areas (De Souza et al., 2018; Franco-Moraes et al., 2019; Gonda, 2018; Heckenberger et al., 2008; Levis et al., 2012, 2017; Paz-Rivera & Putz, 2009; Schaan, 2012), highlighting the need for more research into the broad distribution of anthrosols in conjunction with intrasite patterning of ADE and ABE.

Existing reports documenting the size of both ADE and ABE, even though scant, show a range in spatial extent. In Para State, Brazil, Woods (2009) reported a 200-ha ADE with a surrounding ABE covering 1000 ha at Belterra, whereas Costa et al. (2013) documented a smaller complex of two ADEs, measuring 28 and 29 ha, surrounded by 300 ha of ABE at Juruti. The Oitavo Bec site (Woods & McCann, 1999), also in Para, is more similar to the Versalles distribution, with ADE zones embedded within 120 ha of ABE. Along the Madeira River, Brazil, multiple modern communities continue to grow crops on ADE sites, ranging in size from 14 to 50 ha (Fraser, 2010; Fraser et al., 2009). Although these measurements do not discriminate ABE from ADE, Fraser et al. (2009) have documented the smallest ADE site, Agau Azul, consisting of 4 ha of ADE surrounded by 10 ha of ABE. A similarly smaller ABE complex is recorded in the Colombian Amazon, on the Araracuara Plateau, where 20 ha of ABE surrounds 6 ha of ADE (Myers, 2004). Paz-Rivera and Putz (2009) undertook a systematic survey of anthropogenic soils at La Chonta, Bolivia. In an area of 216 ha, they encountered nine patches of ADE and three patches of ABE. ADE patches varied in size and shape between 0.3 and 10 ha. Specific areas within the ADE had higher concentrations of charcoal and ceramics, which likely reflect the location of kitchen middens. ABE patches surrounded the ADE, covering 0.3–1.0 ha. The La Chonta example stands out, in that the ABE is relatively small as compared with the ADE, unlike other reported contexts in which the surrounding ABE is far larger than the associated ADE. The lack of detailed studies of ABE limits conclusive discussion, but the variety of results demonstrates the variability of these nonstandardised systems.

Spatial heterogeneity is further complicated by the temporal dimension. Population growth and decline, changing land use patterns, repurposed resources, fallow periods, and so forth are beyond the resolution of most data sets. Although the test pitting undertaken does provide a degree of relative chronology, a far more intensive and extensive archaeobotanical and geochemical testing strategy is required to elucidate more nuanced temporal changes to community settlement and resource management through time.

5.3 | Subsistence practices

The identification of a polyculture agroforestry practice (Maezumi et al., 2018) suggests that ABE locations were composed of a managed forest, orchards and small-scale crop plantations. Analysis of ABE at the Lago Grande site conducted by Arroyo-Kalin (2010) identifies probable management practices involving near-surface, in situ burning of organic matter and scraping, raking or churning of cultivation soils. Elevated levels of magnetic susceptibility of ABEs indicate that iron in the soil became magnetised through in situ heating, suggesting near-surface burning of organic matter (Arroyo-Kalin, 2014), and Costa et al. (2013) showed that ABE locations exhibit signs of successive burning of organic matter and transformation of minerals (maghemite to goethite). Mora (2003) noted that brown anthrosols can be present within settlement areas, and ethnographic data from the Xingu document a mosaic of soils across plazas, houses and domestic work and discard locations (Hecht, 2003; Heckenberger et al., 1999). Further investigations on settlement organisation found a relationship between midden
locations and ADE sites in Central Amazon, Upper Xingu and eastern Amazon, indicating a strong relationship between anthropogenic soil formation and human activity (Schmidt et al., 2014). Arroyo-Kalin (2014) suggested that there are different types of ABEs, including areas within settlements with less overall enrichment and areas beyond settlements where material signatures are consistent with reconstructed pre-Columbian practices of cultivation. The presence of post holes, distinct occupation surfaces and a cached ceramic in an ABE context at Versalles (T62) corroborates these interpretations, suggesting nonagricultural activity for some ABE locations.

A nuance that requires further exploration, but cannot be answered with the data presented here, is whether and to what degree ADEs were used in food production as home gardens. The dark ADEs are what are most sought after by modern farmers for their elevated and persistent fertility (e.g., see Woods & McCann, 1999). However, the general model suggests that ancient food production was focused in the ABE, with the increased fertility of the ADE an unintentional by-product of domestic waste. Home gardens can be difficult to detect archaeologically, but there are numerous ethnographic examples of herbs, fruiting trees and small crop patches being tended within the domestic sphere on ADE. The modern Versalles village uses the legacy mosaic of ADE and ABE patches for both home garden and more intensive crop cultivation. Anthropological research conducted with the community assisted the documentation of cultural and environmental resources of the village (Diagnóstico y plan de la Comunidad de Versalles, 2019), including the presence and use of anthropods for subsistence, and resulted in the publishing of bilingual websites (https://versallescommunity.wordpress.com/, https://comunidadversalles.wordpress.com/) celebrating the cultural and environmental heritage of the community. The domestic space of each household includes a variety of edible herbs, small crop patches (such as manioc) and fruiting trees that also serve as shade trees. Many of these are deliberately grown on ADE patches with clear knowledge of the increased fertility benefits. Larger agricultural units that are separated from the household on the edges of the community are also deliberately located on ADE. Ethnographic and ethnobotanical works show that traditional and indigenous communities across the Amazon take advantage of ADE for the cultivation of nutrient-demanding crops, such as maize, beans and papaya (Balée, 2013; German, 2003; Hiraoka et al., 2004; Schmidt & Heckenberger, 2009; Woods & McCann, 1999), as well as productive varieties of manioc (e.g., Fraser, 2010). However, exceptions do exist, such as the cultural restrictions of the indigenous Tikuna of Colombia (Sanabria & Ricaurte, 2013), who refuse to cultivate ADE sites as these are ancient places owned by the ancestors. Exceptions aside, it is highly likely that many pre-Columbian communities exploited the heightened fertility of ADE (whether intentional in its creation or not) to supplement food production, including the management of edible plants within domestic space, such as the use of home gardens. A systematic spatial analysis of ADE and ABE, combining a suite of archaeobotanical, micromorphological and chemical analyses specifically to assess the range of potential food production, is required.

### 5.4 Remote sensing and the pre-Columbian legacy in modern forests

The striking overlap between modern vegetation and the anthropogenic soils, as visible in remote sensing imagery, indicates a legacy of human impact on forest composition. Alongside an enrichment in edible species, ADE sites are characterised by lower canopy vegetation and a more closed understory. Recent research by Palace et al. (2017), using satellite remote sensing, has also shown that ADE sites have less green canopies, lower canopy water content, increased drought susceptibility and lower biomass and tree height as compared with randomly selected sites adjacent to the ADE soils. At Versalles and Triunfo, satellite imagery shows a distinct vegetation cover that corresponds to the distribution of ADE. Palms (mainly *Attalea* sp.) and chocolate (to a lesser extent) dominate vegetation cover in areas of ADE at Triunfo, whereas the Versalles site has a wide variety of edible fruiting trees and palm that are still being utilised by the modern village.

Forests on today's ADEs have a distinct species composition, exhibiting greater richness and a higher abundance of exotic, high-nutrient-demanding, domesticated and edible plants in comparison to non-ADE locations (Almeida de Oliveira et al., 2020; N. B. de Souza et al., 2017; Junqueira et al., 2011; Levis et al., 2012; Lins et al., 2015; Maezumi et al., 2018; Odonne et al., 2019; Palace et al., 2017; Quintero-Vallejo et al., 2015; Santos et al., 2018). Interdisciplinary research has shown that millennial-scale polyculture agroforestry systems have an enduring legacy in the hyperdominance of edible plants in modern forests in the eastern Amazon (Maezumi et al., 2018). For example, botanical inventories carried out in riverine caboclo communities of the Middle Madeira by Junqueira et al. (2011) have identified 11 indicator species, including three palm species that figure prominently: caiaué (*Elaeis oleifera*), urucuri (*Attalea cf. phalerata*) and murumuru (*Astrocaryum murumuru*). In the eastern Amazon, Woods and McCann (1999) have repeatedly observed an enrichment of key edible species, including Brazil nut (*Bertholletia excelsa*), chocolate, cupuacu (*Trillium grandiflorum*) and saumauma (*Ceiba pentandra*) growing on ADE sites. The correlation between satellite imagery and pre-Columbian settlement shows the potential of remote sensing for identifying archaeological sites and assessing long-term human impact on biodiversity.

### 5.5 Fortification

Despite differences in the intrasite distribution of ADE and ABE, the enclosure of anthropods at both Triunfo and Versalles marks the importance of these soil resources and food production. The remote sensing imagery confirm that anthropods were not present outside the bounded sites. The location of the zanjas at the edge of ABE strongly suggests that a key function of the feature was to enclose and protect the cultivation areas with their enriched soil, crops and modified arboreal composition. Multiple functions of
zanjas have been proposed, with a combination of water management and fortification most likely. The presence of post holes within the zanja at Versalles suggests that the ditch was combined with a palisade. Fortifications built around ADE sites have also been recorded in the Central Amazon during periods of increased conflict, hinting at the importance of the soils in community planning and suggesting competition for ADE soils and the need to defend those resources (de Paula Moraes & Neves, 2012). The construction of the double ring ditch at Triunfo certainly suggests a defensive function and that shallow anthrosols are present in the interior plaza; however, these soils have not been analysed chemically nor archaeobotanically to understand their genesis or use. As such, at present, we are unable to resolve exactly what was being fortified here and how this architectural feature related to other resources across the site.

The emergence of the ditched fortifications ~cal CE 1500 at Versalles must be understood within the broader context of cultural transformations along the southern rim of the Amazon during this time period (De Souza et al., 2019). In the south of the study area, zanjas in Bella Vista and Baures are dated to ~cal CE 1300–1500 (Erickson et al. 2008; Prümers & Jaimés Betancourt, 2014). Approximately 170 km to the west, zanjas have been surveyed in the Yacuma and Rapulo Rivers and were also dated to this time period (Walker, 2018). Ditched enclosures are also found in the state of Rondonia, across the Iténez River. Similar sites stretch as far as the Upper Xingu River to the east, where a network of fortified settlements connected by roads emerged ~cal CE 1300 (Heckenberger et al., 2008). In the intermediate area, in the headwaters of the Tapajós River, ditched enclosures associated with ADE are dated to ca. cal CE 1400 (De Souza et al., 2018). The second construction phase of the Versalles zanja, with the addition of the palisade cal CE 1628–1803, indicates a persisting need for fortification. The increasing concern for fortification around Laguna Versalles indicates that the communities were drawn into Amazon wide interactions and conflict.

6 | SUMMARY

Research at Versalles and Triunfo provides data on the distribution and composition of anthropogenic soils. Geochemistry and archaeobotany from ADE, ABE and control soil profiles from Triunfo characterise distinct processes in the creation of the two broad anthroposol types, supporting a polyculture agroforestry system that includes crop agriculture on enriched anthrosols within a largely closed-canopy managed forest. Despite all anthropogenic soils being enclosed within a fortified landscape at both sites, soil test pits at Triunfo and Versalles reveal two different soil distribution patterns, demonstrating heterogeneity in settlement organisation and resource management. The results provide insights into a subsistence system that defines much of pre-Columbian Amazonia and has a lasting impact on the structure and composition of the tropical forest.
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